Part 2) They're Trying to Kill Dr. Bradstreet's Colleague
They're Trying to Murder Dr. Bradstreet's colleague, Mary,
and Then They Will Exterminate the Masses by Infection.
They have already murdered numerous doctors.
They shot Dr. Bradstreet twice in the chest.
They beat to death Dr. Teresa Sievers.
*You and I and millions of other "useless eaters" are now targeted
for death by Injection-Infection.
*Forward this message to many, and perhaps you can save Mary's
life, the lives of many millions, and you might save your own life, too!
John DiNardo
------------------------------------------------------JA DiNardo,
Please read this email thread and send my links out ASAP
after reviewing Mary's story. Mary is the last surviving member
of the inner group of medical researchers, INCLUDING DR JEFF BRADSTREET, that were
about to go global with GcMAF conclusive
evidence.
Mary said she DOES NOT NEED MONEY! What she wants from
the world is to review her work and to spread word of her story.
Phil psegrave@triad.rr.com
----------------------------------------------------Mitch,
Thanks so much for putting me on to Mary's dire plight. Her
situation is critical, and time is of the essence. The implications of
her story has me astounded so much I am putting her on top priority.
I'm going to put something together for my net friends ASAP.
I have been researching and publishing no budget videos for years.
My Nano Vaccines video below is on target with GcMAF and the
political national mandatory vaccination initiative intended to restrict
informed consent. We are living in desperate times, my friend.
You see, after years of research, my view is vaccines are being
used, and are going to be used, for depopulation and political control.
In other words, as a weapon of mass destruction, regardless of what
anyone thinks about whether they can be made safe and effective.
This holistic dead doctor controversy reinforces my opinion. As
Mary says 'she is the last of an insider GcMAF group of researchers
who were about to revolutionize medicine, and, by default, break the
eugenics slow kill for profit agenda of the medical mafia wide open.
She was a close associate of Dr Jeff Bradstreet and she also said
she spoke with him just after his office was raided by the FDA.
What story can be bigger than this right now?
Phil
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bhFjmoL-jvs
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EC8X-yOYzWw&feature=youtu.be

